Transport system ASC for neutral amino acids. An electroneutral sodium/amino acid cotransport sensitive to the membrane potential.
The influx of L-threonine through system ASC does not influence the membrane potential in cultured human fibroblasts although comparable fluxes of amino acids through another Na(+)-dependent agency, system A, effectively depolarize the cells. The membrane potential, however, stimulates the influx of amino acids through system ASC with a maximal effect at -50 mV. The sensitivity of amino acid influx through system ASC to the membrane potential is not constant, but rather, is dependent on intracellular and extracellular concentrations of the substrates, Na+ and amino acids, of the system. Conditions which favor the loading of the ASC carrier at the external surface reduce the sensitivity of ASC-mediated amino acid influx to the membrane potential; in contrast, the sensitivity of this amino acid influx increases under conditions which favor loading of the carrier at the internal surface. Trans-stimulation, a well-known characteristic of system ASC, also varies with the concentrations of the substrates of the system and, in fact, this characteristic is not observed when external Na+ is low. These data may be accommodated by a model in which an electrically silent mode of operation of the transporter is dominant. The influence of the membrane potential on the transport system is dependent on the extent to which a charge-translocating step in the cycling of the carrier is rate limiting (relative rate limitance).